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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper we consider the setting where f is a continuous 
function (a mapping) whose domain X and range Y are both Hausdorff spaces. 
Our object is to determine conditions on the map f which insure that when X has 
a certain topological property Q, then Y will also have property Q. For 
example, if Xis metrizable, then it does not necessarily follow that Y is a 
metric space; but if f is a perfect map, then metrizability is preserved. 
Chapter III is devoted to the study of this metrizability problem. In particular, 
we present Frink's [ 2] characterization of metrizable spaces, and we use it to 
show that a closed map f preserves metrizability provided Y is either first 
countable or for each pE Y, f-
1 
(P) has a compact frontier. This was apparently 
first observed by Stone [ 6] • 
From Stone's result and from the result that first countable is preserved 
by open mappings, it follows easily that metrizability is preserved when f is 
both open and closed. In this case we can even describe a familiar metric for 
Y; namely, if p, q E Y then the metric a for Y is given by 
-1 -1 
a (P, q) = d (f (P), f (q) ) where d denotes the Hausdorff distance. This 
result is due to Balanchandran [ 1] • The proof we present, however, differs 
from Balanchandran's since ours depends heavily on a previous theorem due 
to Wallace [ 7] where necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a 
2 
decomposition G of a metric space into disjoint, nonempty closed sets to be 
continuous. 
The basic definitions and theorems on decompositions are given in 
Chapter II. Since it has proven useful to us to study the decomposition Gf 
induced by f when deciding whether a property Q is preserved by f, we present 
here characteristics of certain decompositions. In particular, we study both 
upper and lower semi-continuous decompositions since they are induced by 
closed and open mappings, respectively. 
In Chapter IV we study the preservation of the properties regular, 
normal, frist countable, second countable, metric, locally compact and locally 
connected under various kinds of mappings, and in Chapter V we summarize 
our findings in several tables. It is our hope that the tables will be useful to 
anyone interested in the preservation of topological properties. As far as we 
know, no such tables exist where it is assumed that both the domain and the 
range of f are Hausdorff. 
CHAPTER II 
DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let f be a mapping of a Hausdorff space X onto a Hausdorff space Y. 
3 
If X has topological property Q, it is natural to ask if Y has this same property 
Q. The purpose of this report is to summarize the answers for certain topo-
logical properties and for some types of mappings. 
In describing the answers it is useful to apply information about the 
decomposition Gf induced by the mapping f. Thus, in this chapter we will study 
decompositions with particular emphasis on upper semi-continuous and lower 
semi-continuous decompositions. Also, we will briefly look at the decompo-
sition space X/Gf, and we will show that X/Gf is homeomorphic to Y if and 
only if f is a quotient mapping. Later we apply this information in our counter 
examples and proofs where it becomes more convenient to work with X/Gf than 
Y. 
We begin by giving some definitions. 
Definition. Let X be a set. Then G is a decomposition of X if G is a 
collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of X whose union is X. 
Definition. If f is a continuous function taking a topological space X 
onto a topological space Y, then f is a mapping of X onto Y. 
Definition. If f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a topological 
· space Y, then the decomposition of X induced by f is the collection of all 
point-inverses f-\y) with ye Y. 
4 
Notation. If f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a topological 
space Y, then we let the decomposition of X induced by f be represented by Gf° 
Notation. Let G be a decomposition of a topological space X. If U is a 
subset of X, then U' is the union of those elements of G that intersect U. 
Notation. Let G be a decomposition of a topological space X. If U is a 
subset of X, then u* is the union of those elements of G that lie in U. 
Definition. Let G be a decomposition of the topological space X. The 
decomposition space of G is the topological space X/G whose points are the 
elements of G and wherein a set U of points of X/G is open if the union in X 
of those elements of G in U is an open set in X. 
Definition. Let G be a decomposition of the topological space X. The 
projection function PG is the function from X onto X/G which assigns to each 
XE X the ( unique) point of X/G which is the element of G containing x (in X). 
Definition. Let G be a decomposition of the topological space X. If A 
is a subset of X, then A is saturated (with respect to G) if A = P -lp (A). 
G G 
In other words, A is saturated if A =A' =A*. 
Definition. If f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a topological 
space Y, then f is a quotient mapping if and only if the f-image of each 
saturated (with respect to Gf) open set in Xis open in Y, Note that an equiv-
alent definition is given by substituting the word closed for the word open each 
time it appears. 
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Theorem 1. The function f is a quotient mapping of a topological space 
X onto a topological space Y if and only if the function h: X/Gf -r Y defined by 
h (PG (x)) = f(x) is a homeomorphism. 
f 
Proof: ( -r ) Suppose f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a 
topological space Y. Then Gf is the decomposition of X induced by f and PG is 
f 
the projection mapping from X onto the decomposition space X/Gf" It is clear 
that PG is a quotient mapping. Thus, a subset U of X/Gf is open if and only 
f 
if PG -l (U) is open. Now, we define a function h: X/Gf -r Y where 
f 
h(PG (x)) = f(x). 
f f 





It is clear that his bijective. To show that his continuous, let Ube an open 
set in Y. Thus, C1(U) is an open, saturated set in X. Since h-\U) = 
-1 -1 
P (f (U)), we have that h (U) is an open subset of X/Gf. Hence, h is 
Gf 
continuous. Furthermore, if f is a quotient mapping, then h -l is continuous. 
-1 
To see this, let W be a closed subset of X/Gr Since PGf (W) is a closed, 
-1 
saturated subset of X, f(PG (W)) is a closed subset of Y. Because 
f 
h(W) = f(P; 1 (W)), we conclude that h-l is continuous. Therefore, we have 
f 
proven that his a homeomorphism if f is a quotient mapping. 
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( + ) To prove the converse, suppose f is a function from a topologi-
cal space X onto a topological space Y, and suppose the function h: X/Gf -+ Y 
defined by h(P (x)) = f(x) is a homeomorphism. Let Ube an open subset of Y. 
Gf 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
Since f (U) = P (h (U)), we conclude that f (U) is an open subset of X. 
Gf 
Thus, f is a mapping. Let Ube an open, saturated subset of X. Since 
f(U) = h(P (U)), it follows that f(U) is an open subset of Y. Thus, f is a 
Gf 
quotient mapping. The theorem follows. 
For an example of a function f that is continuous but not quotient and a 
function h that is not a homeomorphism, see Exampl e 15 or Exampl e 5. 
Definition. A decomposition G of a topological space Xis upper semi-
continuous (u. s. c.) if and only if given an element g e G and an open set U 
containing g. There exists an open set V containing g such that if an element 
hcG intersects V, then h e U; that is, V' c U. 
Example 1. L et X = E
2
• If G is the decomposition of E
2 
whose onl y 










If G is the decomposition of I whose non-
degenerate elements are f { t } x I I O .:s_ t .:s_ 1} , then G is u. s. c. 
-+ o---- 1 
7 
2 2 
Example 3. Let X = I • If G is the decomposition of I whose non-




Example 4. Let X = E • If G is the decomposition of E whose only 
nondegenerat e element is [ 1, 2], then G is u. s. c. Note that PG( ( 1, 2) ) is not 




Theorem 2. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then G 
is u. s. c. if and only if for each closed set C, it follows that C' is closed. 
Proof: ( -+ ) Suppose G is u. s. c. Consider a closed subset C of X. 
If C' is not closed, th en there exists a point x e (X - C ') such that xis a limit 
point of C'. Also, there exists an element heG such that xeh. Since h c (X-C) 
which is an open subset of X and since G is u. s. c., there exists an open set V 
containing h such that V' c (X-C). Thus, xeV but V n C'= 0. Therefore, 
xis not a limit point of C'. As a result of this contradiction, we conclude that 
C' is closed. 
+ ) Suppose G is a decomposition of a topological space X such 
that if C is a closed set, then C' is a closed set. If g e G and if U is an open set 
containing g, then (X- U) and (X - U)' are closed sets. Furthermore, 
8 
X - (X - U)' is an open, saturated set containing g, and X - (X - U)' is a subset 
of U. Therefore, G is u. s. c. 
Theorem 3. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then G 
is u. s. c. if and only if for each open set U, u* is open. 
Proof: Since the proof is straightforward, it is left to the reader. 
Theorem 4. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) For each open set U, u* is open. 
(2) For each closed set C, C' is closed. 
Proof: This is clear. 
Notation. If f is a function from a topological space X onto a topological 
space Y, let F represent the point-inverse f-\y) for y E Y. 
y 
Theorem 5. If f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a topological 
space Y, then f is closed if and only if Gf is u. s. c. and f is a quotient mapping. 
Proof. Since the proof is straightforward, it is left to the reader. 
If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then, since PG is 
always a quotient mapping from X onto the decomposition space X/G, Theorem 
5 implies that PG is closed if and only if G is u. s. c. In particular, for a 
decomposition induced by a mapping f, if f is closed, then PG is closed. This 
f 
follows since Gp = Gf By Example 5 we see that the converse does not 
Gf 
hold. However, if f is a quotient mapping, then P closed implies that f is 
Gf 
closed. 
To demonstrate that Gf has to be u. s. c. and f has to be a quotient 
mapping to imply that f is closed, consider the following two examples. 
9 
Example 5. Example 5 exhibits a mapping f that is neither quotient nor 
closed but the decomposition Gf is u. s. c. Let f be the function defined by 
f(x) = (cos x, sin x) where x e [ 0, 2 TT). 
2 TT 
f ( -~ 
0 + h\~) [ ) 
p "'- 1' 
Gf 0 2 rr 
[ 
We know that f is continuous and that Gf is u. s. c. But, since [ 1/2, 2 TT) is a 
saturated, closed subset of [ 0, 2 TT) whereas f([ 1/2, 2 rr )) is not a closed 
subset off ( [ 0, 2 rr )) , it follows that f is not a quoti ent map. Thus, f is not 
closed. 
Example 6. Example 6 exhibits a mapping g that is quotient but not 
closed and a decomposition G which is not u. s. c . Let the function g be defined g -
2 
by g ( (x, y)) = x where (x, y ) E E . Since g is continuous and open, it follows 
that g is a quotient mapping. But to see that G is not u. s. c. consider the 
g 
following picture . The y-axis represents an element hE Gg and an open set U 
is pictured containing h such that there does not exist an open set V with V' c U. 
Also, because C = { (x, y) I x E (0, co ) , y = 1/x } is a closed s ubset of 
2 
E whereas g(C) = (0, 00 ) is not a closed subset of E1, g is not a closed 
mapping. 
U is the set of points enclosed 




1 + y 
10 
Theorem 6. Suppose G is a decomposition of a topological space X. If 
G contains only a finite number of nondegenerate elements and if each of these 
elements is closed, then G is u. s. c. 
Proof: Consider the projection function PG which maps from X onto 
X/G. If P is a closed mapping, then from Theorem 5, G is u. s. c. Let H 
G 
represent the collection of nondegenerate elements of G. If C is a closed 
subset of X, then P 
0
(C) is closed if and only if P ;
1 
P G(C) is a closed subset 
of X. Now, if no element of H intersects C, then P ;
1 










(C) is the union of C with those elements of H that intersect C. 
-1 
Thus, PG P 
0
(C) is a closed subset of X. Consequentl y , we conclude that PG 
is a closed mapping and that G is u. s. c. 
Definition. A decomposition G of a topological space Xis lower 
semi-continuous (1. s. c.) if given any element g E G and any open sci U inter-
secting g, there exists an open set V containing g such that if an element h E G 
intersects V, then h intersects u. 
2 ~ 
Example 7. Let X = E • If Gf is the decomposition of E induced by 
the continuous open function f ((x, y)) = x where (x, y) E E
2
, then Gf is 1. s. c. 
y 
__ ...,_ __ ..,.X 
Example 8. Let X = 1
2
. If G is the decomposition of 1
2 
whose nonde-
generate elements are { { t } x l I Os t < 1/2, 1/2 < ts 1} 
U{{l/2} x [O, 3/4]} , thenGisl.s.c. 
·+ 
0---1 
Example 9. Let X = 1
2 
If G is the decomposition of 1
2 
whose non-





Example 10. Let X = I . If G is the decomposition of l whose nonde-
generate elements are { { t } x [ 0, 1/2 l I Ost < 1/2, 1/2 < t < 1 } 
U{ {l/2} x [ 0, 3/4 ] } , then G is not 1. s. c . 
. . . . . ..............   . . 
-----1 
12 
Theorem 7. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then G 
is 1. s. c. if and only if for each open set U, it follows that U' is open. 
Proof: ( -+) Suppose G is 1. s. c. Let Ube an open subset of X. 
Suppose (X - U') is not closed. Then, there exists a point x e U' such that xis 
a limit point of (X - U'). But U is open and Uc U' so that x e (U' - U). Now, 
there exists an element g e G where x e g. Since x e U', g intersects U. Hence, 
there exists an open set V containing g such that if an element h e G meets V, 
then h meets U. Because xis a limit point of (X - U') and because V is an 
open set containing x, there exists a point y E (X - U') n V. Thus, there exists 
an element h e G such that y E h. Since h intersects V, h intersects U which 
implies that h c U'. However, h c (X - U'). This is a contradiction. Hence, 
we conclude that (X - U') is closed and that U' is open. 
( +- ) Suppose G is a decomposition of a topological space X such 
that if U is an open set, then U' is an open set. Let U be an open set inter-
secting an element g e G. Since U' is an open set containing g and since any 
element he G that intersects U' intersects U, we conclude that G is 1. s. c. 
Theorem 8. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then G is 
1. s. c. if and only if c* is closed whenever C is closed. 
Proof: Again we omit the proof because it is easily produced. 
Theorem 9. If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) c* is closed whenever C is closed. 
(2) U' is open whenever U is open. 
13 
Proof: This is clear. 
Theorem 10. If f is a mapping of a topological space X onto a topologi-
cal space Y, then f is open if and only if Gf is 1. s. c. and f is a quotient mapping. 
Proof: ( -+ ) Suppose f is an open mapping. Then, it is clear that f 
is a quotient mapping. Now, let U be an open set intersecting some element 
geGf Thus, f(U) is open and contains f(g). If V = (\f(U)), then Vis open 
and contains g. Suppose an element heGf intersects v. We want to show that 
h intersects U. Because Vis saturated with respect to Gf' we conclude that 
h c V. Furthermore, since f(h) n f(U) -:J 0 and since h is saturated with 
respect to Gf' we know that h n U I 0, It follows that Gf is 1. s. c. 
) Suppose Gf is 1. s. c. and f is a quotient mapping. Let Ube an 
open subset of X. Since f(U) = f(U'), since U' is open (see Theorem 7), and 
since f is a quotient mapping, it follows that f(U') is open and that f(U) is open. 
Therefore, f is an open mapping. 
If G is a decomposition of a topological space X, then, since PG is 
always a quotient mapping from X onto the decomposition space X/G, Theorem 
10 implies that PG is open if and only if G is 1. s. c. In particular, for a de-
composition induced by a mapping f, if f is open, then P is open. This 
Gf 
follows since Gp = Gf' By Example 5, we see that the converse does not 
Gf 
hold. However, if f is a quotient mapping, then f is open whenever PG is open. 
f 
To demonstrate that Gf has to be l. s. c. and f has to be a quotient 
mapping to imply that f is open, consider Examples 5 and 11. Example 5 
exhibits a mapping f that is neither quotient nor open and a decomposition Gf 
which is 1. s. c. 
Example 11. Example 11 exhibits a mapping f that is quotient but 
neither open nor closed and a decomposition Gf that is neither u. s . c. nor 
l. s. c. If f is an open or a closed mapping, th en it follows that f is a quotient 
mapping, but the converse is not true . Consid er the following picture wher e 
f represents the vertical projection of X onto Y. 
f i 
( 
A{ U B 
(:=;?:~D X 
y 
To see that f is a quotient map, notice that ther e is only one type of open set 
in X whose image is not open in Y. Namely, th e coll ection of open sets con-
taining point B but having no open subset containing point D. However, these 
open sets are not saturated. Thus, it is clear that all saturated open sets in 
X have images which are open in Y. We conclude that f is a quotient map. 
However, if we consider the open set U pictured above and the set { B, D } 
which belongs to Gf, we see that Gf is not 1. s. c. This follows because any 
open set V containing { B, D } intersects elements of Gf which do not 
14 
15 
intersect U. Thus, f is not an open map. In fact, the image of the open set 
U in X is a closed set in Y. Furthermore, since K is a closed set in X whereas 
its image is not closed in Y, it follows that f is not a closed map. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESERVATION OF METRIZABILITY 
It is well-known, for certain conditions on X, that a mapping f from 
metric space X onto topological space Y preserves metrizability. We will 
eliminate any condition on X except metric and will show if f is an open and 
16 
closed mapping from X onto a topological space Y, then Y is metrizable. We 
first describe special properties of neighborhoods that characterize metrizable 
spaces. 
Definition. If (X, T) is a topological spac e and if XE X, then U is a 
neighborhood of x provided that U ET and XE U. 
Definition. If (X, T) is a topological space and if XE X, then a countable 
collection of sets { U I XE U , U ET } is a neighborhood base at x provided 
n n n 
that given any open set U containing x, there exists an integer m such that 
U C U. 
m 
Definition. If (X, T) is a topological space and if XE X, then { U .} n 
and { V } are equivalent neighborhood bases at x if for ea ch element 
n 
U } , there exists an element V E { V } such that u1 c.:ontains V n m n m 
and if for cac.:h element V. E { V } , there exists an clement Uk E { U .} such 
J n n 





Definition. If U and V are covers of X, we say U refines V or U is a 
refinement of V and write U < V if and only if each element Gin the cover U 
is contained in some element H in the cover V. 
Definition. If U is a cover of X and A c X, the star of A with respect 
to Uis the set St(A, U)= U {GEU I A ()G -I 0}. 
Definition. We say U star-refines V or U is a star refinement of V, 
written u* < V, if and only if for each GE U, there is some HE V such that 
St(G, U) C H. 





of open covers of X such that U star-refines U , for n = 1, 2, .... 
n+l n 





, ••• of open covers of X such that 
neighborhood base at x, for each XE X. 
{St(x, U) I n=l, 2, • • • } 
n 
is a 
The following theorem is Frink's [ 2] characterization of metrizable 
spaces. However, the proof presented is the one suggested as an exercise in 
[ 9, p. 174] rather than the proof found in [ 2]. 
Theorem 11. A T 
1
-space Xis metrizable if and only if there is a 
neighborhood base {Uxn / TIE,N } at each XE X such that (a) Uxl ::) Ux2 ~ 
Ux
3 
:J .•• and (b) for each nEN and each fixed x, there is some m > n such 
that U n U f- 0 implies that U c U 
xm ym ym xn 
Proof: ( Suppose the T 
1
-space Xis metrizable with a metric p • 
For xe X fixed, define U as the metric, open ball centered at x and having 
xn 
18 
radius - 1- It is clear that { U I ne N } is a neighborhood base at x 
2n xn 
satisfying (a). To show that (b) is satisfied, let a point x and an integer n be 
. 1 1 1 1 
fixed. Choose m so that -m + m + -- < - • Suppose, then, that U 
2 2 2m 2n xm 
and U have a point z in common. Let w be any point in U • Sinc e 
ym ym 
p (z, y) < -
1
- and p (Y, w) < -
1
- it follows that 




0 (x, w) < 
1 
2n 
. Hence, we U which implies that U C U 
xn ym xn 
+ ) Suppose for each point x in the T 
1 
-space X there is a neighbor-
hood base { U I ne N } such that (a) and (b) are satisfied. In condition (b) 
xn 
it will be convenient to denote an integer m, which depends upon both x and n, 
by m[ x, n] • For each point x, select a subsequence { G } of its neighbor-
xn 
hoods 
= m[ x, nr(x)] . Let Gxl = U Gx2 = U (x), 
xnl ( x)' xn2 
• 0 • ' G = U (x) for xr xnr 
all re N. Also, let G = { G I xe X } . Now, as a neighborhood base at x, 
n xn 
the sequence { G } is equivalent to the sequence { U } , G C G 
xn xn xn xn-1 
for each n > 1, and nN G == { x } • Furthermor e , it is c l ear that 
ne xn 
{ G n I n e N } is a sequence of families of sets where Gn covers X for each 
ne N. Since G c G , we have that G refines G 
1
. Next, we want to 
xn xn-1 n n- · 
show that for each xe X, { St (x, Gn) I n e N } is a neighborhood base at x. 
Because { U xn I n e N } is a neighborhood base at x, we know that given any 
neighborhood U of x, there exists an integer m such that U C U. Therefore, 
xm 
if we can show that given an integer m and a point x there exists an integer r 
19 
such that St (x, G ) c U , we will be able to conclude that { St (x, G ) I nE N} r xm n 
is a neighborhood base at x. From (b) there exists an integer r [x, m] such 
that if U n U -1-0 then U c U • We claim that St(x, Gr) c U • 
xr yr yr xm xm 
Let ZESt(x, G ). Note that for each y EX, G = U (y) where n (Y) > r. 
r yr ynr r -
Because z E St (x, G ) , it follows that there exists aw E X such that x and z r 
belong to G and G c St(x, G ). Thus, Gwrn Gxr -1-0 which implies that wr wr r 
U n U -1-¢. As a result, z E G c U c U and so St(x, G ) c U • 
wr xr wr wr xm r xm 
Consequentl y , { St( x, G ) In E N } is a neighborhood base at x. 
n 
Now, for XEXandnEN, letH = St(x,G) andletH ={ St(x,G) / 
xn n n n 
XE X } = { H / XE X } . We claim that H , H3
, H , •.• is a compatible normal 
xn 1 5 
sequeIJ.ce in X. If we can show this, then, by [ 9, Th eorem 23. 4] we will be 
able to conclude that X is metrizable. First, we need to show that whenever 
G and G belong to G and G n G =I= 0, r > 1, then either G u G c 
xr yr r xr yr xr yr 
G 
1 
or G u G c G • Remember that G = U (x) and G = U (y). 
xr- xr yr yr-1 xr xnr yr ynr 
Because 
U (x) n U (Y)-/ 0, we have that U (x) n U (x) =I¢. Therefore, from 
xn yn xn yn 
r r r r 
our selection of the sequence {G 1 and from our hypothesis, U (x) c G 





(x). But, the neighborhoods { U J are nested so that U (Y) = 
yn ynr 
G c U (x) c G 
1
• As a result G u G c G 
1
• Likewise, if n (Y) 
yr yn xr- xr yr xr- r 
r 
< n (x), then G u G c G 
- r xr yr yr-l· 
As a consequence of this property of the sequence { G } , we can 
n 
demonstrate the following two properties held by the sequence { H } : n 
(c) yeH ~ H c H and (d) ye H .- H n H = ff. To prove 
xn yn xn-1 xn-1 yn xn 
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property (c), suppose that yeH • Because H =St(x,G ), there exists some 
xn xn n 
G which contains x and y so that H = St(y, G ) c St (G , G ) • Moreover, 
zn yn n zn n 
St(G ,G )C St(x,G 
1
) = H 
1 
as we now show. Suppose weSt(G ,G ). 
zn n n- xn- zn n 
Then, there exists an element G e G where G n G =I 0 and we G • It 
vn n vn zn vn 
follows from the previous paragraph that either we G u G c G or vn zn zn-1 
weG uG cG 
1
• IfweG UG CG 
1
,thenG cSt(x,G )since 
vn zn vn- vn zn zn- vn n-1 
G 
1 
contains x. If weG u G c G then G c St(x,G ) since 
zn- vn zn vn-1, vn n-1 
Gvn-l contains x. Either way we St ( x, G n-l) and ( c) is established. To prove 
property(d) supposeH n H =/0. SinceH = St(x,G) andH =St(y,G ), 
xn yn xn n yn n 
it follows that there exists elements G and G such that x and yeG U 
vn wn vn 
G and G n G /. 0. Again, either G u G c G or G u G c 
wn vn wn vn wn vn-1 vn wn 
Therefore, ye St(x, G 
1
) = H 
1
• Consequently, if y¢' H , then H n H 
n- xn- xn-1 yn xn 
= 0. 







, •.. is a compatible normal sequence in X. Consider St (H , H ) . We xn n 
21 
claim that St(H ,H )CH for n > 2. Let H c St(H ,H ). In other 
xn n xn-2 zn xn n 
words, Hz
0
n HXIl -I~- Then, by property (d) z E HXIl_l, and by property (c) 
H c H c H • Hence, St(H , H )c H 
2 
for n> 2. As a result, 
zn zn-1 XIl-2 xn n xn-
Hn star-refines Hn_
2 






, ••• is a 






, ..• is a compatible sequence in 
X, note that since St (H , H ) c: H 
2 
for n > 2, we have that St (x, H ) c 
xn n xn- n 
H 
2 
for n > 2. Also, remember that { H } is a neighborhood base at x. x.n-· xn 
Consequently, we conclude that {St(x, H ) In= 1, 3, 5, ••• } is a neighbor-
n 






, ... is compatible with X. Finally, 
then, by [ 9, Th eorem 23. 4 ] Xis metrizable. 
We will use Theorem 11 to prove Theorem 12. If f is a closed mapping 
of a metric space X onto a topological space Y, then Theorem 12 gives us 
three statements that are equivalent. Two of those statements are that Y is 
metrizable and that Y is first countable. We show that Y is first countable 
implies that Y is metrizable by describing for each point p e Y a neighborhood 
base that satisfies the two properties in Theorem 11. 
Definition. If Xis a topological space and if E is a subset of X, the 
frontier of E is the set Fr(E) = En (X - E). 
Definition. If Xis a topological space and if E is a subset of X, the 
interior of E is the set Int E = U {G c X / G is open and G c E } • 
Theorem 12. Let f be a closed mapping of a metric space X onto a 
topological space Y. Then, the following statements are all equivalent: 
(a) Y is metrizable 
(b) Y is first countable 
(c) For each pe Y, (\p) ( = F ) has a compact frontier in X. 
p 
Proof: If we can show that a- b, b-c and c - ... a, then the proof for 
this theorem will be complete. In order to show c- a, we find it useful to 
show that c -band b-.a. 
(a-b) If Y is metrizable, then Y is first countable. 
This is clear. 
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(b-c) If pe Y has a countable neighborhood base, then F has compact 
p 
frontier. 
Let {U (P) / n = 1, 2, ••• } be a countable neighborhood base at p. 
n 
Suppose Fr (F ) is not compact. Then, there exists a sequence { x } in 
p n 
Fr(F ) with no cluster point in Fr(F ), Now, Y is a T -space because for 
p p 1 
each ye Y, y = f(:x) for some xe X, { x} is closed in X and f is closed. This 
implies that Fp is a closed subset of X. Therefore, { xJ has no cluster point 
in X. Since f-l (U (P)) is an open set containing F and since Fr(F ) c F , 
n p p p 
we have that x e C1 (U (P)). By the definition of Fr (F ) , there exists y e X 
n n P' n 
- F such that y E c\u (P)) and () (x , y ) < k , () denotes the metric jn x. 
p n n n n 
LetE ={y n} andnotethatEiscloscd. Otherwise, the sequence fy n } would 
have a cluster point in (X - E) which would imply that { x } has a cluster 
n 
point in X. Thus, f(E) is closed in Y. It is clear that pff(E). Still, pd(E) 
since U (P) n f(E) contains f(y ) • This contradicts the fact that f(E) is closed, 
n n 
and we must conclude that Fr(F J is compact. 
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(c.- b) Suppose for each pEY, F has compact frontier in X. Then, 
p 
Y is first countable. 
Define Up for each pe Y as follows -
n 
W p = { xe X I p ( x, Fr (F ) ) < ½ } , V p = W u 
n V n ~ 
* Int F , Up = f(V p ) = Y -
P n n 
f(X - v; ) . We claim that { UP I n e N } is a neighborhood base at p. Since 
n n 
v; is a saturated open set, it is clear that UP is an open subset of Y. Let 
n n 
U be an open set containing p. We know that f-\U) is an open set containing 
F P' and this implies that Fr(F P) n (X - C1{U))= 0. Let 6 = g. l. b. 
-1 
{ p (x, y) I xe Fr(F ) and ye(X- f (U))}. As 6 > 0, we can choose m so that 
p 
2 -1 in< 6. Then, U c U since VP c f (U), Therefore, { U I neN } is a 
Pm m pn 
neighborhood base at p. 
(b-> a) Suppose Y is first countable. Then Y is metrizable. 
Because Y is first countable, we know that Fr (F J is compact in X. 
Thus, if we define for each peYa collection of open sets Up as follows -
n 
1 * 
WP = {xeX I p (x, Fr(F J) < n } ' V = w p u Int F ' up = f(V p ) = 
n pm m P n n 
Y - f(X - v; ) -then we know that { UP I ne N } is a neighborhood base at p. 
. n n 
If, in addition, we can show that {Up I n c N f satisfies the following two 
n 
conditions - Up ::> U ::.J • • • and for each n c N and for fixed p, there is 
1 P2 
some m > n such that if UP n Uq f. 0, then U c UP - then we can apply 
rn m qrn n 
Theorem 11 to conclude that Y is metrizable. From the definition of 
{ U I n e N }, it follows that U ::) U ::) N 1 t y d 1 t U Pn P1 p2 • . • • ow, e pe an e p 
n 
be an element of the neighborhood base at p. If the Int F i. 0, then choose 
p 
any point x belonging to Int F • If Fr(F) 1 0, let c5 = g.l. b. { o (x,y) I 
p p p 
* xeFr(F ) and yeX - VP } • Next, we want to choose an integer m so that 
P 2n 
m satisfies the following conditions - ! < ½, ~ <c5 if Fr(F ) t- 0, p 
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N(x , k> c F if x exists. We claim that if U n U 1 0, then U c U 
p p p pm qm qm pn 
Clearly, if p = q, then this condition is satisfied. Suppose p I- q . Then 
F n F =0- Since F and F are closed sets, Fr(F )c F and Fr(F )CF. 
p q p q p' p q q 
Also, we have that (V* n v* ) is a saturated set. If U n V I- 0, then 
pm qm pm qm 
* * there exists an element re (V n V ). We know that r must satisfy one of 
pm qm 
the following conditions - re Fr (F ) , r eint F or there exists an xe Fr (F ) 
p p p 
such that O (x, r) < ~. In addition, r must satisfy one of the following con-
ditions - reFr(F ), relnt F or there exists a yeFr(F) such that o (Y, r) < 
q q q 
1 m . Because F n F = 0 and because Fr (F ) and Fr (F ) are subsets of F 
p q p' q p 
and F respectively, some of these conditions cannot happen simultaneously. 
q 
For example, it is clear that r i Fr(F J n Fr (F J, that r i Int F p n Int Fq, 
that ri Fr(F ) n Int F and that ri Int F n Fr (F ). Now, assume that re 
f) q p q 
Int F and that there exists an element ye Fr (F ) such that p (r, y) < ~ • This 
p q 
25 
implies that F n vq* 10 so that F c v* . Thus, for each xe F , there 
P m P qm P 
exists a point Z e Fr(F ) such that p (x, Z ) < ~. In particular, for x there 
X q X p 
existsapointz eFr(F) such that p(x, z ) < ~- However, this implies 
X q p X 
p p 
that z e F by the choice of m. From this contradiction it follows that r 
X p 
p 
cannot belong to Int F and be within a ~ distance from a point of Fr(F ) • 
p q 
Now suppose that re Fr(F J and that there exists a point ye Fr (F q) such 
1 1 * 
that o(r,y) < m. Because m <6, wehavethatyeV • It follows that 
p2n 
* * * * F C V • We want to show that V c V • Let xe (V - F ) • Then, 
q Pzn qm Pn qm q 
l 
there exists a point we Fr(F ) such that o(x, w) < m. 
q 
* But we (V - F ) 
Pzn P' 
1 
so there exists a point veFr(Fp) such that o (w,v) < Zn. Then, P(x,v) < 
l+..l...<l * * * m Zn n • It follows that xeV p • Because V q c V , V C V and the 
n m Pn qm pn 
second condition is satisfied. 
* * Furthermore, we will show that V C V if there exists a point 
qm pn 
yEFr(F) such that r (r,y) <~and Hr satisfies one of the following- condi-
p 
tions - re Int F , re Fr(F ) or there exists a point z e Fr (F ) such that 
q q q 
1 
0 (r, z) < ~ • 
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1 
Suppose that there exists a point yeFr(F) such that o (r,y)< m and . p 
* * * * that re Int F . But this implies that F c. V (\ V so that F c:::.. V c.. V C. 
q q Pm qm q Pm Pzn 
* * * * V • We want to show that V c.. V • Let xe (V - F ) . There exists 
pn qm pn qm q 
a point we Fr(F ) such that 
q 
1 
P (X, W) < m . Moreover' since w Ev* c:. v* 
Pm Pzn 
1 
and since wr/F p' there exists a point z E Fr(F J such that p (w, z) < m· As 
1 
2 1 h · h · 1 · h f v* C a resu t, p (x, z) < in < ~ w 1c imp ies t at xeV • There ore, 
pn qm 
* V and the s econd condition is satisfied. 
pn 
1 
Suppose that there exists a point y E Fr (F J such that p (r' Y) < m and 
* * suppose that re Fr(F ) • Thus, F c V • Let xe (V - F ) • Th en, ther e 
q q pm qm q 
* 1 e xi s ts a point w E Fr(F ) such that P (x, w) < q m But w E (V - F ) s o th er e 
exists 
pm P' 
1 2 1 
a point z E Fr(F p) such that p (w, z) < ~- It follows that p (x, z) < m < n• so XE 
V . Thus, v* c V which implies that v* c. v* . Hence, the second con-
Pn qm pn qm Pn 
dition is satisfied. 
For the last possibility, assume that ther e exi s t s a point ye Fr (F J 
such that p (r, y) < l and assume that there exist s a point z e Fr (F ) such that m q 
1 2 . . 
r> (r, z) < ,;- Thus, p (Y, z) <m < 6 whkh implies that 1/, c v* . It follows that 
p2n 
F c v* . We want to show that v* c.. v* . Let xqv* - F ). Then, 
q Pzn qm Pn qm q 
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1 * there exists a point w E Fr(F ) such that p (x, w) < in . But w E (V - F ) so 
q P2n ~ 
1 1 
there exists a point v E Fr (F J such that p(w, v) < 2n • Then, p (x, v) < m + 
_l_ < 1 
2n n 
It follows that XE V 
pn 
second condition is satisfied. 
* 
Because V c V p 
qm m 
v* C v* and the 
qm pn 
Now, from Theorem 12 and Theorem 20a, it follows that metrizability 
is preserved when f is open and closed. However, to show that a metric for 
Y can be defined as in Theorem 14, it is helpful to have information about the 
character of the elements of Gf and about the Hausdorff distance between the 
elements of Gr Since f is open and closed, Gf is continuous and Theorem 13 
applies. Therefore, we first prove Theorem 13. The essential content of 
Theorem 13 is due to Wallace [ 7 ] ; however, we follow the outline presented 
by Stone in [ 6 ] since the use of Theorem 12 makes the proof to Theorem 13 
simple. 
Definition. A decomposition G of a topological space Xis a continuous 
decomposition if G is both u. s. c. and l. s. c. 
Notation. If A and B are closed, nonempty subsets of a metric space 
X with distance function p , then p(A, B) denotes g. I. b. f p (x, Y)I xEA, 
Definition. If A and B are closed, nonempty subsets of a metric space 
X with distance function p , the Hausdorff distance d(A, B) is defined to be the 
greater of the two numbers sup r( x, B) and sup rJ (y, A) where p ( x, B) denotes 
xeA yeB 
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inf. {p (x, y) I yeB, xis a fixed element of A } 
Note that if the metric functionP is bounded or if we restrict ourselves 
to the collection S of closed and bounded, nonempty subsets of X, then (S, d) 
is a metric space . A proof of this is presented in [ 5, p. 154] . 
Theorem 13. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a decomposition 
G of a metric space X into disjoint, nonempty closed sets to be continuous are 
(a) each element of G is either open or compact and (b) given a compact 
element keG and c > 0, there exists a o > 0 such that whenever leG and 
P (k, 1) < o ( P denotes the metric in X) we have d(k, 1) < E wher e d denotes the 
Hausdorff distance between k and 1. 
Proof: ( ->- ) Suppose we have a continuous decomposition G of a 
metric space X into disjoint, nonempty closed sets. Let Y represent the 
decomposition space. Since the decomposition G of Xis 1. s. c. and since the 
proj ection map P 
0
: X -+ Y is a quotient mapping, we have that PG is an open 
map. As a result, Y is first countable (see Theor e m 20a). By applying 
Theorem 12, it follows that if keG then F (k) is compact. Then, if Int k = 0, r 
we have that k is compact. But, if Int k f. 0, then P 
0
(Int k) == { K}where K 
denotes the point in Y associated with the element k e G. Furthermore, because 
PG is an open map, f K } is an open subset of Y. As a result, k is open in X. 
Thus, we have proven (a). Now, to prove (b) suppose we are given a compact 
element ke G and an E > o. For each point xe k, there exists an open set 0 
X 
containing x with radius less than r: /3. From this collection we choose a 
finite cover O , 0 , 0 , 
xl x2 x3 




for k. Let U = U O and let 
i=l xi 
n 
V = n 
i=l 




since G is 1. s. c. , each element of { 0' I i = 1, . . . , n } is an open set 
X. 
1 
containing k. Furthermore, if le G and if 1 intersects o' , i = 1, ... , n, 
X. 
1 
then 1 intersects O • Therefore, V is an open set containing k and if 1 inter-
x. 
1 
sects V, then 1 intersects O for all i e { 1, . . . , n } • Let o = min 
X. 
1 
* { p (k, X-U ), p(k, X-V)} and note that o> o. Suppose p (l, k) < 6, 
If 1 = k, then condition (b) is satisfied. Suppose 1 f. k. Because P (1, k) < 0 , 
(we know that there exists points aek and bEl where P (a, b) < o • Thus,) 1 
intersects u* so that 1 cu*. As a result, for each point ye 1, there exists a 
point x. such that yeO • Thus, P (Y, x.) < E /3 and P (Y, k) < E /3. It 
1 x. 1 
1 
follows that sup p (y, k) s_ E /3 < E • Now, let y be any point ink. There 
yel 
exists an integer j e { 1, ••• , n } such that y e O • Since p (k, 1) <6 , 
x. 
J 
1 intersects V which implies that 1 intersects O • As a result, there exists 
X. 




2 r.: /3. Then, p (Y, 1) < 2 c /3. 
It follows that sup P (Y, 1) ~ 2E /3 < E. • Therefore, d(k, 1) < E , and 
yek 
condition (b) is satisfied. 
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( .._ ) Suppose we have a decomposition G of a metric space X into 
disjoint, nonempty closed sets where the elements of the decomposition satisfy 
the following two properties: (a) each element of G is either open or . compact 
and (b) given a compact element ke G and E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
whenever le G and P (k, 1) < 6 we have d (k, 1) < E. Let k be an open element 
of the decomposition and let Ube any open set containing k. Then k is an 
open set that satisfies the requirements for u. s. c. Now, let Ube any open 
set that intersects k. Again, k is an open set that satisfies the requirements 
for 1. s. c. Next, suppose k is a compact element of the decomposition. Let 
U be any open set containing k. If E = P (k, X - U), then from condition (b) 
there exists a 6 > 0 where if 1 e G and if p (k, 1) < 6 then d (k, 1) < E • Conse-
quently, if V = N(k, 0 ) , then V will satisfy the requirements for u. s. c. Let 
U be any open set that intersects k. Choose a point xe (kn U) and choose 
E > 0 so that N(x, E) c U. Then, from condition (b) there exists 6 > 0 such 
that p(k, 1) < 6 implies that d(k, 1) < E . It follows that if 1 intersects N(k, 6 ) , 
then 1 will intersect N(x, E ) and consequently, 1 will intersect U. Therefore, 
if V = N(k, 0), V will satisfy the requirements for 1. s. c. In conclusion, 
because G is both u. s. c. and 1. s. c., we know that G is continuous. 
Keeping Theorem 13 in mind, we will demonstrate in Theorem 14 a 
metric for Y where f is an open and a closed mapping from metric space X 
onto Y. This theorem is given in [l]. However, the proof in [ 1] does not 
use Theorem 13 as does the approach suggested by Stone in [ 6] . 
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Theorem 14. If f(X) = Y where f is an open, closed mapping of a 
metric space X ( p denotes a bounded metric for X), then Y is metrizable with 
-1 -1 
metric CT given by CT (P, q) = d(f (P), f (q)) where d denotes the Hausdorff 
distance. 
Proof: Since f is an open map of a first countable space X, we know 
that Y is first countable (see Theorem 2Oa). By applying Theorem 12, we have 
that Y is metrizable. We need to show that the given topology (Y, T) is 
equivalent to the metric topology (Y, T ) . Let [ p } be a sequenc e con-
o n 
verging to a point pin (Y, T). We shall show that { p } converges to pin 
n 
(Y, T ) • Let B represent an £ -ball centered at p. Then, if q EB , we 
£ E a 
know that O'(p, q) < £ which implies that d((\p), f\q)) < £ • Now, because 
f is continuous, open and closed, the decomposition induced by f is continuous. 
Suppose f-\p) is compact. From Theorem 13, then, given £ > O there exists 
-1 -1 -1 
6 > 0 such that whenever P (f (P), f (q)) < o , we have that d(f (P), 
-1 -1 
f (q)) < £ . Let Bf, representN(f (P),6 ), Therefore, B0 is an open sub-
set of X containing (\p), f(B ) is an open subset in (Y, T) containing p, and 
6 
f(B ) c B . As a result, there exists an N such that if m ~ N, p E f(B ) 
6 £ m 6 
which implies that [ p }->-
n 
p in (Y, T ) if f \p) is compact. Suppose 
a 
-1 -1 
f (P) is open. Then f(f (P)) = { p } is an open subset of (Y, T). It follows 
that p = p for all but finitely many subscripts. Consequently, { p } con-
n n 
verges top in (Y, T 0). 
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On the other hand, let {p } be a sequence converging to a point p in 
n 
(Y, T ) • Suppose (\p) is compact. Let U be an open set in (Y, T) con-
a 
taining p. Then, (\U) is an open set containing (\p). Since (X - (\U)) 
is closed and since ( \p) is compact, there exists an c > 0 such that if 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
p (x, f (P)) < c , then xe f (U). Therefore, if d (f (P), f (q)) < c , then 
f-\q) c f-\U). This implies that the c -ball centered at pis contained in U. 
-1 
Thus, { p } converges top in (Y, T). Suppose f (P) is open. We need to n 
show that f((\p)) = { p } is open in (Y, T
O
). Therefore, we need a O > 0 
such that for each element f-\q) in the decomposition, we have d(f\p), 
-1 
f (q)) ~ c5 • Suppose, then, for each n there exists an element F q of the 
n -1 1 -1 
decomposition where d(f (P)' F ) < n . Let XE f (P). It follows that for 
qn 
.1 each n, there exists an element x e F where ri (x, x ) < n As a result, 
n q n 
n 
xis a limit point of (X - f-\p)). Since this is a contradiction, we can con-
clude that pis open in (Y, T ) so that p = p for all n. Finally, then, { p } 
a n n 
converges to p in (Y, T). 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESERVATION OF OTHER TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
In this chapter we are interested in the preservation of topological 
properties under mappings of several types: quotient, closed, open, perfect, 
open and closed. We consider the following topological properties--compact, 
connected, separable, Lindernf, regular, normal, first countable, s econd 
countable, metric, locally compact and locally conn ected. The preservation 
of metrizability was studied in the previous chapter. For each property a nd 
each type of mapping, a theorem or counter example is presented to demon-
strate whether or not the property is preserved. There is one exception. No 
answer has be en found to the question concerning th e preservation of regu-
larity under a mapping that is both open and closed. The results of this 
chapter are summarized in the tables in Chapter V. 
We demonstrate in our first example that the Hausdorff condition on 
Y does not follow from its being imposed on X even if f is a closed mapping. 
Also, since it is well-known that compact, connected, separable, and 
Lindeltlf are properties preserved by mappings, we merely refer to proofs in 
[ 9] • 
Example 12. Example 12 exhibits a closed mapping from a Hausdorff 
space X onto a space Y that is not Hausdorff. Let X = { (x, y) I x E E1, 
y ~ O } and let X have the tangent-ball topology; that is, Xis the common 
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example of a regular space that is not normal. Let G be the decomposition of 
X such that the only nondegenerate elements are K
1 
= { (x, y) I xis rational 
and y = 0} and K
2 
= { (x, Y) I xis an irrational and y = O} . Then PG is the 
quotient mapping from X onto X/G. Since G is u. s. c. , PG is a closed map. 


























This would imply that Xis normal. Since this is a contradiction, we con clude 
that X/G is not Hausdorff. 
The following three examples demonstrate that most of th e properties 
we investigated are not preserved by mappings even if the mappings are 
injective. 
Example 13. Example 13 exhibits a bijective mapping f from a metric 
space X onto a nonregular space Y. Let X = { (x, y) I x EE1, y 2'._ O} with the 
discrete topology T
0
. Let Y = { (x, y) / x EE1, y 2'.. 0 } with the half-op en disc 
topology TH; that is, Y is the standard example of a nonregular Hausdorff 
space. Then, f: X _,_ Y where f(x) = xis a bijective mapping. Note that f is 




E.xample 14. E.xample 14 exhibits a bijective mapping from a second 
countable, Hausdorff space X onto a Hausdorff space Y that is not first 
countable. Let X be the set of all points in E
2
• As a base for the topology on 
X take interiors of circles together with all singleton sets consisting of points 
with rational coordinates. Now the Hausdorff space Xis second countable 
since a countable base for X is the collection of c - balls with rational radii 
centered at the points with rational coordinates together with the collection of 
points with rational coordinates. For the image space Y we also take the 
points of E
2
• As a base for the topology on Y we take the interiors of all 
circles together with sets of the form A U {z} where z is a point with rational 
coordinates andA is an open disk centered at z with a finite number of straight 
lines through z removed. Then Y is Hausdorff but Y is not first countable at 
any point with rational coordinates. The identity function from X to Y is a 
continuous bijection. It may be of interest to the r ea der to verify that Xis 
metrizable. 
E.xample 15. E.xample 15 exhibits a bijective function g from a metric 
space which is locally compact and locally connected onto a metric space Y 
which is neither. Let y* be · the graph of f(x) = sin ( ¾a for O < x .s_ 1. Let Y 
be the set y* U { (0, O)} considered as a subset of the Euclidean plane with 
the induced topology. 
+I 
X 
-1 0 1 J 
Let g be the injective mapping from the space X = { -l}u (0, l], with the 
induced topology from E
1
, onto Y defined by g(-1) = (0, 0) and g(x) = 
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(x, sin i> for xe (0, 1]. Now, Xis locally connected and locally compact. 
However, it is clear that Y is neither locally connected nor locally compact 
at (0, 0). Note that g is not a quotient mapping since { -1 } is a saturated, 
open subset of the domain, whereas g ( {-1 } ) = { (0, 0)} is not an open sub-
set of Y. For the same reason, g is not a homeomorphism between X and Y. 
Theorem 16 shows that all topological properties are preserved under 
bijective quotient maps. 
Theorem 16. Each bijective quotient map between Hausdorff spaces is 
a homeomorphism. 
Proof: A bijective quotient map must be open since it maps saturated 
open sets onto open sets. 
Most of the questions relating to the preservation of the named proper-
ties under quotient mappings are answered by the negative responses relating 
to closed mappings and to open mappings (see Tables 2 and 3). However, 
Theorem 17 shows that locally connected is preserved under quotient mappings. 
Theorem 17. If f is a quotient mapping of a Hausdorff space X onto a 
Hausdorff space Y and if Xis locally connected, then Y is locally connected. 
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Proof: Let C be a component of an open set 0 in Y. Then, for each 
-1 -1 -1 
pe f (C), let C be the component of f (0) containing p. Since f (0) is 
p 
open and since X is locally connected, C p is open. Also, since f(C J is con-
nected and since f(C J intersects C, it follows that f(C J c C. Let 
K = U Cp • Thus, f(K)C C. Since C Cf(K), we lmow that C = f(K). Now, 
peC 1(C) 
since K is open and saturated, f(K) is open. Thus, C is open and Y is locally 
connected. 
Now, because a closed mapping is a quotient mapping, it follows that 
locally connected is preserved under closed mappings. Theorem 18 shows 
that normality is also preserved under closed mappings. However, negative 
responses will be given by Examples 16 and 17 for the remajning properties. 
Theorem 18. If f is a closed mapping of a Hausdorff space X onto a 
Hausdorff space Y and if Xis normal, then Y is normal. 
-1 
Proof: Suppose M and N are closed subsets of Y. Then f (M) and 
f-\N) are closed, disjoint subsets of X. Since X is normal, there exist 
disjoint, open subsets U and U of X containing f-\M) and f-\N) respec-
m n 
tively. Because Gf is u. s. c. (see Theorem 4), it follows that U~ and U~ 
-1 * -1 * * are open sets. It is clear that f (M) c UM and f (N) c UN. Because UM 
and U~ are saturated sets, f(U~) and f(U~) are open, disjoint subsets of Y 
containing M and N respectively. Therefore, Y is normal. 
Example lu. Example Hi exhibits a closed mapping PG from a regular, 
non-normal space X onto a Hausdorff, non-regular space X/G. Let X be a 
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regular, non-normal space (see Example 12). Since Xis non-normal, there 
exist two disjoint closed sets K and L such that if U and V are two open sets 
containing K and L respectively, then U and V have a nonempty intersection. 
Let G be the decomposition of X whose only nondegenerate element is K. 
Since G is u. s. c. by Theorem 6, PG is a closed map. Because there is 
exactly one closed, nondegenerate element in G, X/G is Hausdorff. Suppose 
that X/G is regular. Then, there exist disjoint open sets A and B containing 
P G(K) and P G(L) respectively. This implies that P ~\A) and P ~\B) are 
disjoint, open sets in X containing K and L, respectively, which is a contra-
diction. Thus, X/G is not regular. We conclude that regularity is not 
preserved under closed mappings. 
E)(llmple 17. E)(llrnple 17 exhibits a closed mapping PG which is not 
an open mapping from a metric, locally compact, second countable space X 
onto a space Y which is neither first countable nor locally compact. Let 
X = E2 with the regular topology and let G be the decomposition of E
2 
where 
the only non-degenerate element of G is the x-axis. Then, PG is the quoti ent 
mapping from X onto X/G. Since G is u. s. c., PG is a closed map. Not e that 
PG is not an open map since B(pictured below) j s an open subset of 1? wher eas 
PG(B) js not an open subset of X/G. Thus, G is not 1. s.c. We know that Xis 
normal, first countable, second countable, locally compact and metriz.able. 
We claim that X/G is Hausdorff, regular and normal (see Theorem 18) but 




. .. .. \ ... .. ·> a 
{a} = PG (x-axis) 
Since there does not exist an open set U in E
2 
containing the x-axis where U 
is compact, it is clear that X/G is not locally compact at point a. To see that 
X/G is not iirst countable at point a, suppose there exists a countable neighbor-
hood base { U .f at point a. Then ( P -l (U ) } is a collection of open, saturated 
n G n 
sets in E
2 
each containing the x-axis. Let V = PG-l (U ) • We shall obtain a n n 
contradiction by exhibiting an open set U containing point a such that no element 
of {PG (V n) } is a subset of U. We will first construct an open set V con-
taining the x-axis. We know there exists an \ such that 1 > E 1 
> O and a point 
(1, y
1








, there exists an i::
2 












and, ingeneral, there 
exists an E such that 1 > E > 0 and a point (n, y ) such that (n, y ) E U 
n n n n n 
butyn > F:.n. LetV=( u {N((n, o), En)}) u( U ( N((x, o), F.n/2) j 
neN neN 
1 1 
x E (n - ~ , n + 2 ) } ) u ( U f N ( (x, o), \/2) J ) • Now V is an open, 
x<l 
2 
saturated set containing the x-axis such that no clement of ( V J is a subset n 
of V. Let U = P(V). Then, U is an open set containing point a such that no 
element of ( P(V ) } is a subset of U. This implies that X/G is not first 
n 
countable. Therefore, X/G is neither second countable nor metrizable. 
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Definition. A perfect map is a closed mapping of a topological space 
X onto a topological space Y where f-\y) is compact for each y E Y. 
Since a perfect map is a closed map, we know already that perfect 
maps preserve both normality and local connectedness. In addition, since F 
is compact in X for each pE Y and since Fr (F -J is a closed subset of F p' it 
p 
follows that Fr(F -J is compact in X. Thus, from Theorem 12 first countable 
and metrizable are preserved by perfect mappings. The remaining properties 
are also preserved as shown by Theorem 19. 
Theorem 19. Let f be a perfect map of a Hausdorff space (X, T ~ onto 
a Hausdorff space (Y, Ty)• (a) If Xis regular, then Y is regular. (b) If X 
is locally compact, then Y is locally compact. (c) If Xis second countable, 
then Y is second countable. 
Proof: (a) Suppose C is a closed subset of Y and y is a point not con-
-1 -1 
tained in C. Then, f (P) is a closed, compact subset of X and f {C) is a 
closed subset of X. Because Xis regular and f-l (P) is compact, there exist 
dis joint, open sets UC and Up which contain f-\c) and f-\p) respectively. 
Now, since f is closed, U~ and u; are open, saturated subsets of X which 
-1 -1 * * 
contain f (C) and f (P) respectively. Thus, f(UC) and f(Up) are open, dis-
joint subsets of Y containing C and p. Therefore, Y is regular. 
-1 
(b) Let pE Y. Then, f (P) is a compact subset of X. Since Xis 
locally compact, for each q d-\p), there exists an open set U containing q q 
such that U is compact. Let U , U , 
q ql q2 
0 0 0 J U denote a finite subset of 
qn 
-1 -1 








V=u U.= U U. 
i=l qi i=l qi 
it follows that V is compact. This implies that f(V) 
is compact and closed. Now, v* is an open, saturated set containing (\p) 
* -- - - --
so that f(V ) is an open set containing p. Also, since f(V*) c f(V), f(V*) is 
compact. As a result, we have an open set f(V*) containing p such that f(V*) 
is compact. Therefore, Y is locally compact. 
(c) Let B = { B } be a countable base for X, and let C be the collection 
n 
of all finite unions of elements from B. Because C is a countable collection of 
sets, let C = {c I neN }. Since c* is an open, saturated set for each nEN, 
n n 
f(C*) is an open set in Y. We claim that { f(C*) } is a base for a topology T 
n n 
in Y and that T = Ty. Since f-\y) is a compact subset of X for each ye Y, we 
know that (\y) is covered by a finite number of elements of B. Thus, f-\Y) 
* * * c ~ for some k e N and yd (Ck). It follows that U(Cn) } covers Y. 
-1 
Furthermore, if 0 is an arbitrary open set in Y, for each ye 0, f (Y) is a 
compact subset of the open set f-\O) in X. Then, f-\Y) is covered by a finite 
-1 
number of elements of B whose union is a subs et of f (0). It follows that 
-1 * * f (Y) c C. for some j E N where y E f(C .) c 0. We conclude that each open 
J J 
set in (Y, T ) is open in (Y, T). Also, because f(C
1
*) (\ f(C* ) for 1, m d-J" is 
y m 
* * open in (Y, Ty), it follows that f(C
1
) n f(C m) is the union of elements of 
{ f(C *) } • As a result, f f(C*)} is a base for a topology T in Y and T = Ty. 
n n 
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Since open mappings are quotient mappings, it follows from Theorem 
17 that open mappings preserve local connectedness. Theorem 20 states that 
first countability, local compactness and second countability are each pre-
served by open mappings. 
Theorem 20. Let f be an open mapping of Hausdorff space (X, T ~ onto 
Hausdorff space (Y, Ty>. (a) If X is first countable, then Y is first countable. 
(b) If Xis locally compact, then Y is locally compact . (c) If Xis second 
countable, then Y is second countable. 
Proof: (a) Let ye Y. There exists an element xe X where f(x) = y. 
Because Xis first countable, there exists a countable neighborhood base 
{U } at x. We claim that { f(U ) } is a countable neighborhood base at y. 
n n 
X X 
For each ne N, f(Un ) is an open subset of Y containing point y. Let O be an 
X 
open subset of Y containing y. Then, (\o) is an open subset of X containing 
x. There exists an element U. e {Un } 
JX X 
is open in Y, f(Uj ) c O and yef(U. ). We conclud e that Y is first countable. 
X JX 
(b) Let ye Y. There exists an element xe X where f(x) = y. Xis 
locally compact so there exists an open set U containing x such that U is 
compact. Thus, f(U) is open in Y, f(U) contains y, f(U) is compact in Y. It 
follows that f(U) is closed in Y. We need to show that f(U) = f(U). Letze 
(U - U), f(z) if(U). If O is an open set containing f(z), then (\o) is an open 
set containing z. But, z is a limit point of U so there exists a point pe 
(U n ( \o)). Therefore, f(p) e f(U) n O which implies that f(z) is a limit point 
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of f(U). Consequently, f(U) c f(U). Now, let ZE (f(U) - f(U)) and let p be a 
point in X such that f(p) = z. It is clear that pl U. We claim that pE (U - U). 
Let O be an open set containing p. Then f(O) is an open set containing z. 
Because z is a limit point of f(U), there exists a point f(q) such that f(q) E 
(f(U) n f(O)) and qE (Un 0). Therefore, pis a limit point of U so that pE 
(U - U). It follows that zd(U) and f(U) c f(U). We conclude that Y is locally 
compact. 
(c) L et B = { Bn } be a countable base for X. We claim that { f(Bn~ 
is a base for a topology (Y, T) and that T = Ty . For ea ch nEN, f(Bn) i s op en 
in (Y, Ty)· Thus, for each pair j, k EN, f(Bj) n f(Bk) is open in (Y, Ty) . 
Let O be an open set in (Y, Ty). If ye 0, then th er e exists a point xe f-\O) 
such that f(x) = y. Since f- 1(0) is open, there exists an element B
1 





(0). Therefore, ye f(B
1
) c 0. It follows that O is the union of 
elements of { f(B ) } • We conclude that (Y, T) = (Y, T ) • n y 
For the remaining properties--regular, normal, and metric--Example 
18 will show that the responses are negative. We use a Hausdorff space Y 
which is non-regular for our counter example, but we need Theorem 21 first 
to show the existence of an open mapping f and a metric space X such that f 
maps X onto Y. The idea for the proof of this theorem came from [ 8, 
Theorem 1]. If the reader is interested, related topics are covered in [ 4 ]. 
Theorem 21. Suppose Y is a first countable, Hausdorff space . Then, 
Y is the range of an open mapping f where the domain X is a metric space. 
Proof: Let B represent a base for the first countable, Hausdorff 
space Y. Now, for each ieN consider B . as a topological space whose ele-
1 
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ments are the sets belonging to B and whose topology is the discrete topology. 




for x,yeBi, Pi(x,y) =z1 if x-1- y and Pi(x,y) = 0 if x=y. Let 6 = X Bi. 
i=l 
By [3, Theorem 4.9, p. 104], £:.is a metric spac e whose metric topology is 
identical with the Tychonoff topology for 6 . Call a sequence a of s ets in Y 
admi s sible if and only if for each neN: (1) a (n) e B, (2) a (n+l) c a (n), (3) for 
som e xeY, {x } =fl {a(k): keN } and fo (k):keN } isabaseatx. Let f'= 
{ a e 6 : < a (i) > is admissible in Y } • r is a metric space. Define f: r + Y 
by f( a) = x wher e x = 
00 
fl a (i). Clearly, f is subjective and f is not injective. 
i =l 
We need to show that f is an open mapping. Suppose U is an open subset of Y. 
-1 
If for each point a e f (U), we show there exists an open set O such that a e 
(On r )c (\U), we can conclude that f is a mapping. Since a e (\U), there 
exists a point xe U such that f( a ) = x. Because {x} =n {a (k): keN } , we can 
chooseanint egerMsothat a (M)CU. Leto = fo (l) } x {a(2)} x ... x 
{ a (M) } x BM x • • • • 0 is an open set and <J. e on r . For any element 
+1 
(3 eon r , {3(i) = a (i) for 1 ~ i ~ M. Since {3(n+ 1) c {J(n) for n e N, we have that 
n {{3(k): ke N } ea (M) c U. Therefore, f(/3) e U and (3 e (\U) which implies that 
(O()I' ) c (\U). Thus, f is a mapping. Now, let O = {W1
} x f w
2
} x ••• 
x { W } x B x B 
2 
x • • • where W. e B for 1 < i < n. If we show f(()() r ) is 
n n+l n+ 1 - -





for some 1 < i < n, then on r = ¢ and we are done. However, if 
1+ - -
on r = ¢, let yef(On r). Then, there exists a point aeon r such that f(a ) = y. 
Since a (l) = w
1
, a (2) = w
2




.=.> • •• :::; 





W .• Also, 
1 
n n W. is open in Y. If we show (l 
i=l l i =l 
n 
W. c f(On f), then f(On f) is open in Y. For any point z e n 
1 
i=l 
W., there exists 
1 











f(O n I). Consequently, f: r + y is an open mapping of metric space r onto the 
first countable, Hausdorff space Y. 
E:xample 18. E:xample 18 exhibits an open mapping of a m etric space 
onto a Hausdorff but non-regular space Y. With Theorem 21 in mind, consider 
the following first countable, Hausdorff but non-regular space Y. Let Y = 
{ (x, y) I y ~ 0 and x, y rational } and fix some irrational number e. The 
irrational slope topology T on Y is generated by s -neighborhoods of the form 
N (x, y)) = { (x, y) } u B ((x+ y/e, 0)) u B ((x - y/e, 0)) where B (q = 
'- ,; E L 




slope= lei slope= - I e I 
~ ,(. 
-t----+- -- - - -- ·- --·---t-- ~ -- -+- --
( x - y / 1e1, O) (x, o) (x + y/ 1e~ 0) 
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consists of {( x, y)} plus two intervals on the rational x-axis centered at the 
two irrational points x ± (Y /6). For a proof that Y is first countable and 
Hausdorff but that Y is not regular, see [ 5, p. 93]. Now, by Theorem 21, 
there exists an open mapping f from a metric space X onto Y. We conclude 
that open mappings of Hausdorff spaces onto Hausdorff spaces do not always 




The following tables summarize the results from the previous chapters. 
In particular, the first three tables show the responses to questions about the 
preservation of certain topological properties under the various types of 
mappings we investigated. In general, an affirmative response is represented 
by the word yes and a reference to a theorem and a negative response is repre-
sented by the word no and a reference to a counterexample. However, since 
the classes of functions in each of these tables are organized so that a specific 
class C of functions is a subset of each class of functions to the left of C in the 
table, one result may imply several others. For example, given a property 
Q and a class C of functions, an affirmative response implies an affirmative 
reply for property Q and each class of functions to the right of C. On the other 
hand, a negative response implies a negative reply relative to property Q for 
each class of functions to the left of C. In these two situations, we indicate 
the implied results by the word yes and the symbol * or by the word no and 
the symbol *. Table 1 presents information for bijective functions only. In 
particular, we see from Table 1 that bijective functions that are quotient 
mappings preserve each of the topological properties named. This follows 
since bijective quotient mappings are open mappings and thus, homeomorphisms. 
Further, since bijective mappings that are either closed, open, perfect or open 
and closed are each quotient mappings, we conclude that they each preserve 
the topological properties named. Tables 2 and 3 present information for 
surjective functions that are not assumed to be injective. 
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Table 4 summarizes information on each counterexample given in this 
paper. For each counterexample, we described a mapping f from a Hausdorff 
space X onto a Hausdorff space Y. This table indicates whether f is quotient, 
open, or closed and whether the decomposition Gf is 1. s. c. or u . s. c. In 
some cases, Y is the decomposition space X/G and so f is the projection 
mapping P 
0
• This is noted in the table. 
As far as we know these tables do not duplicat e tables in an y oth er 
source. Counterexamples to the preservation of topological properties under 
various mappings are given in many sources, but Y is not required to be 
Hausdorff. The tables in [ 5] list topological properties of spaces but do not 
give any information on preservation of properties under mappings. 

















Closed & Open 
Mapping 
Connected 
________ [ 9, Theorem 26.3] ___ :._ _________________________________________ _ 
Yes Yes 
Separable __ [ 9, Theorem 16.4] ___ * _________________________________________ _ 
Lindeltlf 
Yes 
[ 9, Theorem 16. 6] 
Yes 
* In these columns, f is a 
R ul No Yes 
_ eg_ ar ___ Example 13 _____ Theorem 16 _____ homeomorphism so that the _______________ _ 
No Yes 
Nonnal 
________ Example 13 _____ !~e£r~~ _!~ ______ a~~W_::._S_n::_u~t_a~ ~~ ::..e~-~- ______________ _ 
First No Yes 
_g<2._u~t~b.!_e __  Example 14 _____ !12,_e£r~~ _!~ __________________________________ -·--
Second No Yes 
Countable Example 14 Theorem 16 ----------------------------------------------------------------
M t 
. No Yes 
enc 
Example 13 Theorem 16 ----------------------------------------------------------------
Locally No Yes 
Compact Example 15 Theorem 16 ----------------------------------------------------------------
Locally No Yes 






Table 2. Assume that X and Y are Hausdorff spaces and that f is a function 
from X onto Y. 
Topological 
property 



















[ 9, Theorem 17. 7] 
Yes 
[ 9, Theorem 26. 3] 
Yes 
[ 9, Theorem 16. 4] 
Yes 































































































Table 3. Assume that X and Y are Hausdorff spaces and that f is a function 



















Classes of Functions 
Quotient Open 
Mapping Mapping Mapping 
Yes 







































































See page 47 for an explanation. 










We were unable 















Table 4. Assume that X and Y are Hausdorff spaces and that f is a mapping from X onto Y. 
Example 
Decompositions Gr Mappings f 
1. S. C, u. s. c. Continuous Quotient Open Closed 
1 No Yes No Yes (f = Pa) No Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes Yes (f=Pa) Yes Yes 
3! Yes No No Yes (f = Pa) Yes No 
4 No Yes No Yes (f= Pa) No Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes No No No 
6 Yes No No Yes Yes No 
7 Yes No No Yes (f =PG) Yes No 
8 Yes No No Yes (f = Pa) Yes No 
9! Yes No No Yes (f= Pa) Yes No 
10 No Yes No Yes (f=PG) No Yes 
11 No No No Yes No No 
12 ! No Yes No Yes No Yes 
13 Yes Yes Yes No No No 
14 Yes Yes Yes No No No 
15 Yes Yes Yes No No No 
16 No Yes No Yes No Yes 
17 No Yes No Yes (f=Pa) No Yes 
18 Yes No No Yes Yes No 
J Note tha t Y is not Hausdorff in Examples 3, 9, and 12. C.TI 
N) 
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